Tokyo Smart City Studio 2018: Final Review and Exhibition

Instructor: Perry Yang
TA: Soowon Chang, Paul Steidl, Robert Binder, Zach Lancaster (Independent Study)

1) Final Review
Time: Wednesday the 18th of April, from 2-5pm;
Venue: Eco Urban Lab, the 3rd Floor Architecture East, College of Design

1. Introduction and Studio Process:
   Rebecca VAN DYKE
   Abigail MARINELLI

2. Green Community Goals and Certification
   Tate DAVIS
   Boruo CHEN

3. Performance Modeling
   Isabel SEPKOWITZ
   Rebekah KIM
   Yanlin WU

4. Mobility, Network and Design Guidelines
   Chelsea DYESS
   James WALDON
   Daniel WALLS

5. Smart Community Framework and IoT Design
   Nathanial HORADAM
   Philippe KIMURA-THOLLANDER

6. Architecture Typology Design
   Ghazaleh COULTER
   Abaan ALI
   Ricardo GARCIA BAEZ
   Alyssa MCKAY
   Jed (Mick) TANGLAO

7. Next: Object-oriented City Modeling (TBA)
   Robert BINDER
   Zachary LANCASTER

2) Architecture Review and Exhibition
Time: Saturday the 21st of April, from 10am-12pm; (Exhibition from April 21-27)
Venue: Eco Urban Lab, the 3rd Floor Architecture East, College of Design